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laboratories use standard laboratory
techniques for the isolation and
identification of many of these organisms.
We evaluated the EZ NA kit (Biomanex)
for the identification of selected human
pathogens commonly recovered from
clinical specimens submitted to our
microbiology laboratory. Our evaluation
included a variety of clinical specimens,
microorganisms and their growth
conditions. In general, based on the
results of this study, the EZ NA kit is more
useful than the standard laboratory
technique for the recovery of bacterial
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the Ophcrack XP Live CD. This is an ISO

Image file that must be burned onto a CD
or USB Hard Drive. I had a. Ophcrack runs

on a lite portable version of Linux.
OphcrackÂ .Q: Using setopt -b to split

output into two windows I am using the
command line tool over ssh to see the
output of a long running process on my

desktop machine. I want to be able to see
the output on my 2nd screen as it starts,

but I don't want it to auto-scroll - I just
want it to scroll to the top of that window.

I have set opt -b, but this puts it in the
background. When I close the terminal
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the process has still completed, but I
can't see the output on the 2nd screen. Is
there an option to set that also closes the
terminal window? A: Using setopt -b sets
stdout to line buffered so that when you

use the redirection operator less -b or tail
-f to redirect the output it also stays in
the terminal. Therefore, if you close the

terminal with Ctrl+C, the pipe will be
closed and the process will be still

running. You can verify this by redirecting
the output of the process to a file: $ { cat

foo.txt; } >& >(more -b) redirecting to
the file uses line buffering as well, so that
the process is kept open. You can close
the terminal (or logout) and the process
will continue to run. To have the process

continue to run even if the terminal is
closed you can use a simple bash loop:

while sleep 1s &>/dev/null; do # do
something that outputs stuff to stdout or

stderr done
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